
GENDER AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
GREEK DECLENSIONS 

By ANNA MORPURUO DAVIES 

IN ancient Greek the only comprehensive definition of gender 
is syntactical, namely, concord with special forms of the 
adjective or anaphorical pronouns, and, in classical Greek, of 
the artic1e.l In a number of cases, where natural and gram- 
matical gender overlap, a semantic element must also be taken 
into consideration : thus wanjp ' father' is masculine, but 
pFL7jvp ' mother ' is feminine. Often enough a special deriva- 
tional su& is sufficient to indicate the gender of the sub- 
stantive: e.g. all words formed with the su& -a- are 
masculine, whatever their semantic reference may be : 
/3aochr& ' king ', l p rds  ' priest ', Ap&+oprds ' amphora ', etc. 
Finally, inflectional elements may play a role in gender 
distinction. From this point of view, however, the three 
genders fall into two different groups : masc. and fem. on one 
side, neuter on the other side. All neuter nouns and adjectives 
have the same form, which is usually peculiar to them, for the 
nominative, accusative and vocative of all three numbers. 
This is obviously an inherited feature which continues without 
alteration throughout the whole history of Greek, from ancient 
times to nowadays. The position of the masc. and fem. is 
different : there is no inflectional feature in the declensions of 
rarrjp and p j r q p  to indicate that the one word is masc. and 
the other fern. In fact, a t  least two of the three inflectional 
types normally recognized in Greek, the so called second and 
third declensions, include both masculines and feminines : 
bd@os, Gen. bd/3Sov is fem., but T ~ T O S ,  Gen. r&ou is masc. ; 
~TTOS,  Gen. ~ T T O V  may be used with the same inflection both 
'as masc. and as fem., according to the semantic referent ; 

1 For the distinctions and for part of the terminology adopted here see 
Kurytowicz, The Injlectional Cdegoriee of Indo-European, Heidelberg, 1964, 
32 ff. : in IE languages " gender is manifested by a special form of the 
attribute (adjective, pronominal adjective, article) or of the anaphorical 
pronoun ". Gender, however, may be " motivated 1. by special derivational 
(or inflectional) elements ; 2. by the sense of the root in certain primary 
nouns ". 
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similarly in the third declension admy(, Gen. a&.rrcyyos is 
fem., but arpd+cy(, Gen. mpddtyyos is masc. Examples might 
be multiplied practically ad injinitum. In the so called first 
declension, however, masc. and fem. are morphologically con- 
trasted in the nominative and genitive singular: +vhj 
(< -6), Gen. 4vAfs (< 6s) is fem., but the masc. Nom. vciQZtT?s 
(< -6s) has a genitive vadrov. The other cases are identical : 
+v+, vcidrqv in the accusative, ~ v A f c ,  va6mp in the dative, 
+vAal, vav’rai in the nominative plural, etc.1 

The position of the adjectives is different. Except when 
they are substantivized, the gender distinction here fuMs a 
purely grammatical function, and semantic elements do not 
have any direct part in it. In most cases the three genders are 
morphologically distinguished and the majority of the Greek 
adjectives are organized on the pattern of masc. vdos, fem. vd6, 
neuter v b v .  However, almost all compounds and a certain 
number of non-compound adjectives do not distinguish 
between masc. and fem. in their inflection.2 

How far this gender pattern overlaps with that which we 
can reconstruct for IE or for late IE is not easy to say.3 

1 Here and elsewhere I do not take into account the feminines in -6 
(< *-ia) and the rare epic masculines in -6. For the nominatives in -a of 
masculine names found in dialect inscriptions see below, p. 16, note 2. 

a For those adjectives, e.g. P ~ T P L O S ,  which do not distinguish morpho- 
logically between masc. and fern. see now W. Kastner, Die griech. Adjective 
zweier Endungen auf -os, Heidelberg, 1967. From Kastner’s conclusions it 
seems clear that this type of two termination adjective is due to a multitude 
of causes : poetic language, analogy of pre-existing archaic forms, resistance 
to the creation of -6/q forms which would be homonymous with other 
substantives (e.g. maw. and fern. U c v O i p s  vs. subst. &&+) etc. It is 
very rarely that we deal with a genuinely archaic phenomenon. On the 
other hand the behaviour of the compound adjectives which do not distin- 
guish between ma=. end fern. is likely to be due to the survive1 of en 
archaic feature. For a possible explanation see I. Gerschewitsch in SZFC, 
XV (1938), 131 ff. and more recently the article by Chr. Stang quoted 
below in p. 22, note 3. 

In  addition to the bibliography quoted in the standard works of reference 
and in such basic works as Lohman, Genua u d  Sezus, Gottingen, 1932, see 
more recently Martinet, BSL, 52 (1956). 183 ff. ; Lehmann, Language, 34 
(1958), 179 ff. ; Fodor, Lingua, 7 (1959), 1-41 and 186-214 ; Gagnepain, 
Lea noma grecs en -0s el en -i. Contribution ci l’dtude du genre en Indo- 
Europden, Paris, 1959 (with the reviews by Szemerhyi, Kratyloa, 8 (1963), 
41 ff., and by Hoenigswald, hngwrge,  39 (1963), 107 ff.). 
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There is no general agreement on the subject and I do not 
propose to discuss i t  here. What follows concentrates on a 
more limited problem: that of the origin, the development 
and the outcome of the inflectional distinction between masc. 
and fem. in the history of Greek. The starting point is not IE 
but a reconstructed Proto-Greek stage. 

Even within these limits a considerable degree of abstraction 
is necessary. Two points in particular should be made clear 
from the start. First, the whole of this paper deals with Greek 
as if it were a unitary language progressing from Mycenaean 
to Homer, to Attic and finally to the koine. In other circum- 
stances this would count as a gross oversimplification: to 
ignore the existence of the various dialects and the different 
evidence they provide could hardly be permissible. Yet in a 
general study of gender this attitude is necessary and in 
practice it proves to be less misleading than might appear 
a pimi.  Secondly, the morphological distinctions correlated 
with the category of gender should not be studied indepen- 
dently of those connected with other grammatical categories 
such as number, case, etc. A general framework is necessary. 
Fortunately this is now available in Hansjakob Seiler’s 
brilliant attempt a t  a systematic description of the develop- 
ment of the Greek declensions.1 In this paper most of his 
conclusions are accepted and presupposed. 

2. From the short sketch of Greek declensions given above 
it is clear that gender seems to play a very small role in their 
patterning: if we ignore the neuter this is limited to  the 
distinction between masculines and feminines of the -a- 
declension and to the adjectives. The situation changes 
radically when we look at Modern Greek: here the whole 
system of inflection is arranged according to the three basic 
dimensions of gender, number and case. In the case of the 
contrast between masc. and fern., gender distinctions essen- 
tially concern the sub-system of nominative and genitive 
singular. The feminine regularly has a zero morpheme in the 

l H. Seiler, Zur Systematik und Entwicklungsgeschichte der griech. 
Nominaldeklination, Olotta, 37 (1958), 41 ff. 
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nominative and an -s- morpheme in the genitive ; the masc. 
has an -s- morpheme in the nominative and a zero morpheme 
in the genitive. This is exemplified e.g. in the masculines Nom. 
/aser’fos/ (bSe&ds), Gen. /aser’fu/ (dSep+oG) ; Nom. 
/patteras/ (7raTCpas), Gen. /pa’tera/ (?ra~lpu) ; Nom. /haftis/ 
(va;rr)s), Gen. /’nafti/ ( . a h )  ; Nom. /ka’fes/ (.a+&), Gen. 
/ka’fe/ (KC+) ; Nom. /pa’pus/ (7ramoGs), Gen. /pa’pu/ 
(7ramroG), which may be compared with the feminines : Nom. 
/’rneOoso/ (pCOoSo), Gen. /’meOoSos/ (pCOoSos) ; Nom. 
/mi’tera/ (p+p), Gen. /mi’teras/ ( p q ~ l p ~ s )  ; Nom. /tro’fi/ 
( ~ p 0 + 4 ) ,  Gen. /tro’fk/ (~po+i js)  ; Nom. /ne’ne/ (vevk), Gen. 
/ne’nes/ (vevCs) ; Nom. /ale’pu/ (dAenoG), Gen. /ale’pus/ 

This type of inflection is common to substantives and 
adjectives; the cases other than nom. and gen., and the 
plural only rarely distinguish between genders. After such 
standard works as Dieterich‘s Untersuchungen (1898),2 it 
seems established that the essential features of the pattern 
were already in existence by the tenth century A.D., as the 
result of a long process of morphological change which 
probably started before the beginning of our era. This is part 
of that general rearrangement of the Greek declensions which 
involves the disappearance of one case, the dative, of a number, 
the dual, and of a whole inflectional type, that of the con- 
sonantal stems. The whole process need not be connected with 
problems of gender distinction. The disappearance of the 
consonantal stems is better interpreted as the final step in a 
long evolution which considerably simplified all the inflec- 
tional patterns. However, even if the loss of the type m m j p  
and p r j ~ p  is not due to their failure to distinguish gender, 
their replacement by /pa’teras/ and /mi’tera/ respectively 
must be connected with their different gender. 

( ~ € T O G S ) . l  

For the examples cf. A. Mirambel, La langue grecque moderne, Paris, 
1959, 78  ff. and 102 ff. ; for the type of description adopted see Seiler, op. cit. 

a K. Dieterich, Untermhungen zur Geschichte der griech. Sprache, Leipzig, 
1898, 149 ff. ; cf. also G. N. Hatzidakis, Einleitung i n  die neugriech. 
Grammatik, Leipzig, 1892, passim. I have not been able to see P. S. Costas, 
A n  outline of the history of the Greek language, Chicago, 1936. 
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In the h a 1  pattern, as it emerges in Byzantine times, we 
can see clearly the influence of one original model, that of the 
masculines and feminines of the -a- declension. The connection 
becomes even clearer when we realize that in the late koine 
and in the &st centuries of our era their declension pattern 
shows clear signs of tending towards a type: Nom. -7s (-as), 
Gen. -7 (-a) for the masculines, Nom. -7 (-a), Gen. -7s (-as) 
for the feminines. The existence of this type is probably the 
reason why, even now in modern Greek, the inflectional distinc- 
tion between masculine and feminine is complete only in the 
subsystem of nominative and genitive singular.' If so, 
however, it may be profitable to look at  the origin of this 
distinction. 

3. Whatever our theories for IE, for Proto-Greek one should 
probably reconstruct a stage in which all the three basic 
inflectional types included both masculines and feminines 
without any distinction.e The first radical change can now be 
dated to pre-Mycenaean times : special forms were created 
for the genitive and nominative singular of the -a- declension ; 
otherwise the declension remained identical with that of the 
fem. By Mycenaean times the new type had the terminations 
Nom. sing. Z(s), Gen. sing. -60 .~  This declension of the mascu- 
lines has no parallel in other IE languages. It is obviously a 
Greek innovation, and there is no doubt that the model for it 

1 See Seiler, Glotta, 37 (1958), 41 ff. 
* Even for late IE this can hardly be challenged in the case of the thematic, 

consonantal and semiconsonantal sterns. The position of the -a- stems is 
more doubtful. But in the case of Greek the presence of archaic instances of 
maw. nominatives in -a (probably -6) in dialect inscriptions seems to show 
that, when the new declension of the masculines was created, there were 
already some masculines which did not differ inflectionally from the 
feminines. I have collected at least part of the evidence for the -a ending 
of the masc. nominatives in Glotkz, 39 (1961), 103 ff. ; for further additions 
see G. Daux, BCH, 85 (1981), 587, note 5. 

a The h e a r  B nominatives in -a may be taken as ending in -E or -& and 
i t  is not possible to decide between the two interpretations. I owe to 
Dr. Chadwick the observation that if the first change were that of the Nom. 
in -6 to -cia (with that of the Gen. in -&to - & ~  or -6i@ being only a necesssry 
consequence of it), it would be necessary to accept an -& interpretation of 
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was provided by the thematic intlection. Thus the -s ending 
of the Nom. masc. is also the mark of the Nom. sing. in the 
thematic declension, and the -do termination is the phonetic 
treatment of either *-8sjo or *-tiio with *-sio or *- io from the 
genitive sing. of the thematic dec1ension.l This is generally 
accepted and is, I believe, a correct but incomplete account of 
the innovation. Two problems in fact are constantly ignored. 
First, if the whole innovation is intended to give a morpho- 
logical expression to the distinction of masculine and feminine, 
why is it limited to two forms of the singular and not extended 
t,o the other cases ? Secondly, is it possible that an innovation 
which, one must repeat, is meant to create a formal distinction 
between masculines and feminines is built on the model of a 
declension which itself does not distinguish between masculines 
and feminines ? 

The fist problem may be answered, I think, rather more 
easily than the second. The analogy must have worked on 
patterns such as the following : 

the Mycenaean nominatives. I believe, however, that  the &st form to 
innovate was that of the genitive, inter dk because there are no survivals 
of masculines with an -a8 genitive in later Greek (see Cloth, 39 (1961), 93 ff. 
and Masson, Gldfu,  43 (1965), 227ff.). Consequently I do not find any 
chronological argument in favour of the one or the other suggestion (Myc. 
-a = -6s or -6). 

1 There is a chronological problem which arises here : if we a m m e  that 
a new form *-E+ was created on the model of *-m@ or that a new form- 
*-@ (*-6i@) was built on -oio (*-o@J), we would expect, in Linear B, either 
*-a-jo and -o-jo or -a-o and *-0-0, but not -a-o and -0-jo, which ia what we 
find in fact; the same problem would arise even if we accepted Kiparaky’s 
interpretation of the change *-mi0 > -OU (Language, 43 (1967), 629 ff.) The 
difficulty was &st pointed out by H. Geiea in Glotta, 34 (1956), 142 ff. 
Soon after that Sremerhyi (ibid. 195 ff.) suggested that *-cSj& > *-E& 2 
-Zo at a very early stage owing to the long vowel preceding the geminate. 
This is possible, but difficult to prove. I wonder if one should not give mom 
weight to the explanation first suggested to me by the late Professor Lucidi 
of the University of Rome : (Nom.) -08 : (Gen.) *-mi0 :: (Nom.) -I : (Gen.) 
X, where X = *-rZio, at a stage in which the genitive ending of the thematic 
declension is still *-osjo.-For the Attic genitive in -ov of the type vahou 
I have no doubt that Szemerhyi’a explanation (op. cit. 200 ff.) is correct : 
-ou is due to the remodelling of the expected *-w (i.e. [Q] < 40) on the 
standard genitive form -ou = [Q] of the thematic declension. 

PRILO. TRANS. 1968 0 
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Them. decl. -a- decl. 
Sing. Nom. -0s -8, -a 

voc. -e -&/-a 
ACC . -on -5n, -an 

Dat. -di -a1 
LOC. -oi -ai ? 

Plur. Nom. Voc. -oi -ai 
ACC. -ons -8ns (> -ans) 
Gen. -6n -ii(s)6n 
Dat. LOG. -oisi -5(i)si 
Instr. -6is (> -ois) 4 s  (> -ais) ? ?  

Gen. -o(s)io -IS -. 

I have not included the dual, because the problems it creates 
are too difficult and would require a special discussion,e and 
I have left aside such forms as those of the ablative, of the 
instrumental sing. and of the original dative plural. They are 
not preserved in the later Greek declension, the position of 
Mycenaean is ambiguous, and what their form and their 
position may have been with regard to analogical changes is 
impossible to te11.s Needless to say, the remarkable similarity 
of the -a- inflection to the thematic inflection is not inherited 

1 *-Em, *-6ia and *-i& turned into -am, -& and -a& because of Osthoffs 
law, a t  a date which we obviously cannot know. For - i i a  Bee below, 
note 3. 

For the Mycenaean evidence eee Lejeune, RPh, 1958, 205 ff. I am not 
completely convinced by Szemerhyi’s interpretation of the evidence in 
Proceeding8 of the Cambridge Colhquiurn 011 Mycenaean 8tddies (ed. by 
L. R. Palmer and J. Chadwick). Cambridge, 1966,217 ff. One thing perhaps 
has not heen sufficiently s t r d .  A nominative dual of the type of Attic 
~ 6 p h  is unlikely to arise in a dialect in which the change -8 > -T has not 
happened, because of i ts  homonymity with the Nom. sing. The position of 
the maw. is of course different because the presence or absence of the -8 

would distinguish the singular from the dual. This should be kept in mind 
when considering the practice of Homer who hse -6 duals only for the 
masculines (though it is conceivable that these represent a contraction of 
the Myc. -a-e). 

* The instrumental plural of the -a- declension should have the form 
-iphi, which is in fact attested in Mycenaean. It is likely that Myc. also has 
-ah, which is analogical on 4 .9 .  Again in Myc. we find the first traces of 
+phi analogical on -6phi. For the sake of simplicity I have not included 
the -phi forms in the schema above. 
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but is the result of a general process of analogy through which 
the -a- declension acquired most of the endings of the pro- 
ncminal declension and of the thematic inflection. This 
process seems to be remarkably ancient and, I assume, it 
precedes the creation of the masculine declension. If this is 
correct, it is now clear why the innovation is limited to the 
ncminative and genitive singular. Elsewhere a repatterning 
of the -a- declension on the thematic declension would not have 
produced anything different from the pre-existing terminations. 

4. This conclusion fits with the general assumption that the 
masculine declension was built on the model of the thematic 
declension. But if so, the second problem becomes more 
imperative. How could a declension which included words 
such as ~ O S  used b0t.h as masculine (' horse ') or as feminine 
(' mare ') serve as model for a purely masculine declension ? 
It would be possible to argue that the feminina and epicoena 
(such as h o s )  are in a minority in the thematic declension, 
that they are obsolete formations, and that the type was felt 
to be predominantly masculine. But if that was so in pre- 
Mycenaean times we could hardly explain such Greek words as 
i u d p d b s ,  Arjrtveos, ( ~ ) p $ p ~ v f l o s ,  which are all feminine, 
belong to the thematic stems, and show, thanks to their 
suffix, that they are Greek borrowings from a pre-Greek 
substratum.' The same considerations arise e.g. from the 
word S&os ' a writing tablet ', a borrowing from Semitic 
which is taken into the thematic declension and given feminine 
gender.2 The date of the borrowing is, of course, uncertain. 

For dudpidos in particular we now know that the word was borrowed 
before our Linear B documents, as i t  appears in a Knossos waling 
(a-sa-mi-to : cf. Olivier, BSA, 62 (1967). 291). Incidentally, this induces me 
not to accept M. L. West's suggestion in Qlotta, 44 (1967), 144, according to 
which the authentic form is baudprvb'os and not du6piYBos, and to feel sceptical 
about R. Renehan's 'original form' *udpiv@os (CR, 18 (1968), 133 f.). 

* The word and its origin are discussed by E. Masson, RecLrchea w r  Zes 
plus anciens e m p n t s  simmitiquea en grec, Paris, 1967, 61 ff. I do not see any 
reason to doubt its Semitic provenance. As for the date of the borrowing, 
now that we know that some of the most ancient Greek borrowings from 
Semitic date a t  least from the Mycenaean period, I feel that any time 
between the Mycenaean period and e.g. 700 B.C. would be possible. 
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Emilia Masson thinks that the word came into Greek when 
the alphabet waa first introduced, but a Mycenaean or pre- 
Mycenaean date would also be conceivable. These examples 
could be multiplied: what matters here is that they show 
that the thematic inflection still retained the possibility of 
acquiring new feminines a t  a relatively late date ; 1 in fact at 
a date which must be contemporary with-or even later than- 
the creation of the new masculine declension of -a- stems. It 
then becomes necessary to try to define more closely the model 
for the innovation. I have mentioned before that in the most 
common adjectival types of Greek the gender distinction is of 
an inflectional type. The masculines of the type vios belong 
to the thematic declension ; the feminines of the type v i a  
belong to the -a- stems. Here the various morphs -os, -ov, 
etc., in the masculine, -a, -av, etc., in the feminine indicate 
gender as well as number and case : they cannot be considered 
any longer as simple allomorphs of the morphemes of nomina- 
tive singular, accusative singular, etc.2 In other words the 
final morph of ZTTOS points to nominative and singular but 
the h a 1  morph of vlos points to  nominative singular and 
masculine. If so, it is conceivable that the analogical process 
which created the declension of va;tr)s found its initial model 
in the adjectival, and possibly in the pronominal declension 
rather than in the substantive declension. Obviously enough, 

Why are these words feminine ? This remains necessarily a mystery in 
the case of the - rdos  nouns. The position is different for those place-names 
like K6prvBos which would be attracted into the general category of the 
feminine town-names (cf. ndhrs). The Semitic dlt was probably feminine, 
but should we assume thet this is why Greek GiAms is feminine i’ For the 
problems caused by grammatical gender in linguistic borrowing see L. 
Deroy, L’empunt linquist6p~e, Paris, 1956, 257 ff. 

a See Seiler, Glolta, 37 (19581, 42. 
I have not previously mentioned the pronouns, because one would think 

immediately of the anaphoric 6,  4, 7-5, which obviously cannot be at the 
origin of the innovation as i t  does not have the morph -a of the nominative 
singular. I wonder, however, if the influence of the anaphoric pronoun 
(i.e. of the article) may explain the retention of the asigmatic nominative 
in -a (msso.) in the Boeotian inscriptions and in a few other dialect textg 
(sse above, p. 16, notes 2 and 3). 
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together with the adjectives one must range those substantives 
like ~dpFos and KdpFa (Myc. ko-wo, ko-wa) which share with 
them the same type of gender distinction. It could be objected 
that in the case of the adjectives the morphs in question are 
-os, -ov, -040, etc., rather than the simple -s, -v, -LO, etc., and 
that we should expect a complete new formation on this 
model: in other words not vadmp but *vai%os. But this 
could hardly be acceptable. In the -a- stems, both masculine 
and feminine, -a- is not part of the ending but functions as a 
derivational element with a meaning of its own. It cannot be 
replaced, short of forming a new word or creating a number of 
homonyms. No doubt we are here in the presence of a process 
of remodelling by which a declension, though preserving its 
distinctive features, is simply repatterned on another. 

6.  If this analysis is correct it may clarify what otherwise 
seems to be an inexplicable kind of analogical change. But if 
we consider it within the general framework of the development 
of the Greek declensions another question arises. So far I have 
been arguing on the assumption that this prehistoric innova- 
tion is intended to separate the masculine from the feminines 
of the same declension. But if so, one may wonder why the 
same does not happen to the thematic stems. P r i m  f i e  the 
position does not seem to be widely different : there are 
thematic nouns both masculine and femihine and they have 
with the masculine adjectives of the type vkos the same 
morphological identity which the -a- nouns have with the 
feminine adjectives of the type via. This means that if on the 
one side we have new forms ending in -as, -ao, on the other 
side we should expect a series of feminines ending in *-0, *-0s. 
That this is something more than pure arguing in vamo is 
shown by the modern Greek declension of the type pLttIo80, 
pkBo8os. But how does this only come to happen thousands 
of years after the first innovation ? Only a very tentative 
answer is possible, and even so this will imply a great deal of 
highly hypothetical reconstruction, but an attempt can at  
least be made. If we consider the masculines belonging to the 
-a- stems in Homer, and, as far as one can see, in Linear B, we 
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find that they are essentially compounds of the type & . L ~ E A I ~ s ,  
~mcoxdppqs, etc., or nomha agentis in -77s (< +is), such as 
L Y K V ~ O ~ ~ S ,  T E ~ L K T ~ ~ S ,  d8iqs, etc., which originally must 
all have been compounds or have included a large majority of 
compounds. There are also a number of proper names, most 
of which are again compound forms.' I have not mentioned 
the patronymics ending in -18qs, which are widely represented 
in Homer, because they do not appear in Linear B and they 
are likely to be a later formation.2 Consequently the earliest 
evidence seems to consist of a large number of compounds or 
of words which are closely connected with compounds. In the 
general framework of the -a- declension these words must have 
been in a rather ambiguous position between the feminine 
substantives on the one side and the feminine adjectives of 
the type vda on the other side. In Greek, compounds-and 
especially some types of exocentric compounds-seem to 
occupy a middle position between substantives and  adjective^.^ 
Though the majority are perhaps nearer in their semantic and 
syntactical characteristics to adjectives, yet they frequently 
appear as substantives and occasionally entire categories come 
to be treated as substantives : this is the case, for instance, 
with the nomina agentis in - 9 s  (< -7Cs), though with them 
there is still some evidence for an adjectival use.4 But if that 
was so even in our reconstructed period it would become more 
understandable why the analogy with the inflection of the 
adjectives could have influenced the creation of a new mascu- 
line declension. Would the same causes have operated on the 
thematic declension ? Obviously, there too some analogical 

1 For the Homeric evidence see E. Risch, Wo7tbildzmg der homerisehen 
Spache, Berlin und Leipzig, 1937, 14 ff. 

8 See e.g. Szemerbnyi, Syncope in Greek and Indo-European, Naples, 1964, 
3242. For the evidence, or rather the lack of evidence in dialect inscriptions, 
see Masson, Glotta, 43 (1965), 222 ff. 

a In saying this, I believe that I find myself in agreement with the 
suggestions of Gerschewitsch in SZFC, 15 (1938). 131 ff. Similar conclusions 
for IE are reached by Chr. S. Stang, Zum indoeuropaischen Adjectiven, 
Norsk Tihskrift for Sprog'os"idenakap, 17 (1954), 129-145. 

4 See Ernat Fraenkcl, Qeschkhde der gn'ech. Nomkna agentk.9, Strassburg, 
1910-12,11, 49 ff. 
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pressure must have acted on the compounds and the other 
two termination adjectives in order to bring them into line 
with the vCos/vla type. That this is so we know, for instance, 
from some alternative uses in Homer and elsewhere. In the 
Iliad and in the Odyssey we find both iipiyvwTos and &piyv&q,  

+/3poros and ci/3pdq1, ~ o h v $ d p / 3 0 ~  and mhv$dp/3qv and the 
distinction is not always determined by metrical causes. On 
the other hand there must have been a rather strong counter- 
pressure. One of the causes may become apparent if we 
contrast the composition of the thematic declension with that 
of the -a- declension as in the following schema : 

Thematic decl. -a- decl. 
GpOS ‘ boundary ’ : masc. 
686s ‘ path ’ : fem. 
I?r?ros ‘ horse ’ : masc. 
h r o s  ‘mare’ : fem. 

v i q  (< -6) ‘ victory ’ : fem. 

?rarpomdvos ‘ parricidal ’ : 

?rciTplOS ‘ fatherly ’ : Zvppehiqs ‘ with good ashen 
spear’ : masc. 

T e p i K d q S  ‘ neighbour ’ : 
masc. & fem. masc. 

masc. & fem. 

vlos ‘new’ : masc. v i a  ‘new’: fem. 

The thematic declension included a number of substantives 
which were either masculine or feminine, and also a number of 
substantives used either as masculines or as feminines 
according to their meaning. This may have been enough to 
counteract the pressure arising from the adjectival declension. 
Before the innovation which we are now discussing happened, 
*2vppLdla or the like was isolated in the -a- declension as a 
masculine, but TrUTpOK7dVOS or the like, though influenced by 
the masc. vCor, was supported by the existence of ITTOE (masc. 
and fem.) and 686s (fern.). 

There is moreover a purely morphological fact which may 
have prevented the creation of the p&?oi?o, pA?08os type of 
inflection. A new genitive *-0s would have been impossible if 
the nominative had not been at  the same time changed to * -0 .  
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But an -0 termination of nominative fem. would have been 
identical with the -0 termination of the nominative (masc.) of 
the anaphoric pronoun d, and with the -0 termination of the 
Nom. Voc. ACC. neuter of all pronouns and pronominal 
adjectives such as dJ &lo, etc. This, incidentally, may be 
one of the reasons why the pkdoSo, pkdo8os inflection does not 
appear till modern Greek dimotiki and even now seems to be 
strongly resisted. 

6. If my conclusions are correct, the innovation to which 
we owe the masculines of the first declension is due to a rather 
more complicated process than may appear a t  first sight. It i s  
likely that in Greek (as in a number of IE languages) there 
was a tendency towards a dynamic expression of gender, but 
an ad hoc explanation is required in order to account for the 
linguistic realization which this tendency reached in the -a- 
declension but not in the other types of inflection. This I have 
found in the analogical pressure exercised on the -a- declension 
by the inflectional types described above. It follows that the 
very existence of the type v a h s  is due to two factors: 
syntactical tendency and morphemic analogy. Standard text- 
books havestressed the first factor at the expense of the second, 
but in so doing they have ignored the further development of 
the language and failed to give a consistent explanation of 
its progress. 

If this 
analysis is acceptable, it is now clear why the innovation 
aiming at gender distinction affected only the -a- declension 
and stopped there. The required analogical pressure was 
missing in the case of the other declensions. Yet the creation 
of the va;n)s type gave Greek a model on which the whole 
distinction of gender was later to be repatterned. One may 
now wonder why, if the model went back to prehistoric times, 
its influence started operating only in the late koine and 
Byzantine period. Why, in other words, does the tendency of 
gender to become ' motivated ' find its full expression only in 
that period, and not earlier or later ? It may be useful to 
reformulate the question : is it true that after the creation of 

Even so, a number of problems remain open. 
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vadqs  there was no change in the pattern of Greek gender 
distinction till the late koine '1 And if it is true, why was it so Z 
Why this time gap ? And what was there, in the time of the 
koine, which prompted this drastic change ? It is obvious 
that we must reckon with a number of extralinguistic factors, 
some of which become prominent in the post-classical period : 
the large diffusion of Greek over non-Greek territory, and the 
bilingualism which followed, must have played a large part in 
any linguistic change which took place round this period.' 
Even so, I believe, we are allowed to look for some structural 
causes within the language itself. 

What follows is necessarily tentative : it does not aim at 
exhausting the subject but only at  indicating some directions 
in which the enquiry should proceed. 

7. Gender is often connected with word-derivation and it 
may be convenient to tackle the problem from this angle. 
It has been pointed out that the number of nominal suffixes 
which are effectively productive in the history of Greek is, in 
fact, very small.2 A simple look at  all the standard works on 
the subject confirms this statement.3 It is true, of course, that 
new words are not only formed via the regular processes of 
word derivation, but are occasionally simpIy modelled on 
existing forms. Yet, in the course of the process through 
which Greek becomes " une langue de culture " one notices 
more and more the emergence of a few suiExes which allow 
the unlimited formation of new words required by recent 
technology and more developed thought. Some of the old 
forms tend to remain isolated, though still in common use in 
the language : words like .rrods, ~ 8 4 ~ ~  xdp, vaGs-and, in fact, 

1 One should also remember that the generalization of the article in post- 
Homeric times may have played a part in gender distinction. Morpho- 
logically it is likely to have had some influence on the forms of those two 
declensions to which it  was closest : the thematic and -a- declension. 

See Chantraine, Lu formation dm mms en grec ancien, Paris, 1933, xiii. 
cf. e.g. Chantraine, op. cit. ; A. Debrunner, Griech. Wortbildungslehre, 

Heidelberg, 1917; Buck-Petersen, A reverse indez of Greek nouna and 
adjedivea, Chicago, 1944 ; E. Mayser, Uramm. der griech. Papyri a m  der 
Ptolomiierzeit, 1.3*, Berlin u. Leipzig, 1937 ; L. R. Palmer, A grammar of 
Post-Pfolemaic Papyri, I, 1, Oxford, 1946. 
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the whole category of root-nouns-remain outside the normal 
derivational pattern of the language. This repatterning of the 
derivational system which takes place well within historical 
times, is bound to produce a number of alterations in the 
morphology of the language. In particular, it is my suggestion 
that it had a considerable influence on the actual inflection and 
especially on its relationship to gender. 

8. Among the suffixes which are productive in Greek and 
form nouns of the thematic declension, -ps and especially 
-~upos and -asps are the most frequent ; cf. words like 
p~p~upds,  hatcuvwpds, &8ouuLaopds, etc. All the words 
formed with this suffix are masculine. Other suffixes behave 
in the same way. In fact there does not seem to be any 
productive suffix which is used to form feminine nouns of the 
thematic declension. This is bound to alter considerably the 
gender aspect of the declension. An example of the proportions 
of masculines and feminines in the fourth century B.C. may 
come from Plato. He uses in his works almost 540 different 
thematic nouns (masc. and fern.) of the second declension. 
Of these almost 490 are masculine, almost 50 are feminine.' 
A list of the feminine words 2 shows that they do not share 
common suffixes in their formation ; an apparentbut  only 

1 These statistics should not be taken as definitive but only as exemplifying 
(or rather pointing to) some tendencies in the language. They are far from 
complete for two reasons : 1. they are entirely based on F. Ast's Lexicon 
PlatDnicum (Leipzig, 1835-8), which in many cases is not reliable and 
which also indexes some works now considered spurious; 2. they refer 
exclusively to the different words appearing as lemmata in Ast and no 
attempt is made to take their frequency into account. Some difficulties also 
ariee---especially in the case of compounds-in the distinction between 
adjectives and substantives. I have taken as substantives those words 
which-according to &&-are always used as such in Piato. For the 
purpose of these statistics epicoena are counted as two different words if 
they are in fact used in PIato both as maw. and as fem. Thus I have 
distinguished between d i m o s  'horse' (e.g. in Theaet. 184 d i v  Sovptio~s 
imrors) and 4 insos ' mare ' (e.g. in Hipp. mi .  288 c T Q ~ K ~ C U  . . . issoi). 

Zppos, ZprcAos, bvoSos, ~ T ~ Q ~ O S  a It may be useful to quote them here : 
(P), paavos, pdoavos, pipos,  rvc;eos, yi$os, mas, 8 d E m 0 S  (?I, ~LdpaTpos ( 9 1 ,  
sL;(06~s, 61080~. GpdooS, rioo6os, z(060s, i~a'vosos,  Z&~OS,  7jntLpo~, etds, edhos, 
ixnos. K&o6os, udpSonos, K ~ P K O S ,  K ~ Z P O S ,  K V ~ ~ L T T O S ,  Ar&+opos (?), p&eoBosos, 
vijoos, vdaos, dSds, olpos (used both as masc. and fern.), m p 8 i v 0 0 ,  navo&yos (P), 
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an apparent-exception is given by 13 words which are com- 
pounds of dads ‘ road, path ’, a word which is itself feminine.1 
The remainder may also be considered from a different point 
of view. Are they new formations ? The result of a rapid 
enquiry in Liddell-Scott-Jones is that none of them appears 
for the first time in Plato. 20 are first found in Homer and 
all the others-with 5 exceptions-are found in Herodotus 
and/or in Pindar. Four of the five exceptions are also found 
before Plato in Aristophanes and there is no reason to think 
that they are new formations there.2 The relevant point here 
is not so much the low frequency of the feminines (which 
represent m. 10 per cent of the total), but the fact that they 
remain isolated. They do not fit into any morphological 
pattern. 

Equally interesting is an inquiry into the productive s&es 
of the consonantal stems. Plato uses more than 770 third 
declension substantives : of these more than 600 are feminine. 
The reason for this disproportion between masculines and 
feminines becomes clear when we realize that more than 
60 per cent of the total is given by feminine nouns formed 
with the sufkes -qs, -TT)TOS (as in kvrcdrqs)  and -ocs (as in 
pLBqms), in other words by abstract nouns most of which are 
new  formation^.^ 

Admittedly, this richness in - T ~ S  and -ULS nouns is connected 
with Plato’s subject-matter, but even so one cannot forget that 
the language used by Plato is not yet a purely technical 
language, and because of that it can be taken as representative 
of the language of his time. What matters here is that the 
sufbes - q s  and -uls are.sufficient.to identify the words as 

nem-qKovr+os f?), ?rX&avos, ntpiosos, nxi&os, npd.ooSos, +ipBos, oppw%os,  
ol;vosos, s d p o s ,  spldos, TpO$dS, Gdos,  hyds, HOE (a question mark follows 
those words which might be considered adjectives). 

1 These compounds are mostly found before Plato in Horn., Hdt., Pi., 
etc. ; according to LSJ only two appear for the first time in Plato. 

a Only one word, ~&C(ETPOS, seems to appear for the first time in Plato, 
at least in the meaning in which Plato uses it. Its gender is obviously due 
to that of the substantive ypapprj. 

8 For these figures and for those which follow see above, p. 26, note I .  
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feminine. For the rest Plato uses a number of feminines 
ending in -cs, -iSos (ca. 25 per cent of the feminines, if we 
exclude the - q s  and - a s  nouns), or in unaccented -is with 
genitive in -zws or in -cSos (m. 24 per cent) ; a few feminines 
end in -as, -aSos (ca. 12 per cent), etc. As for the mascu- 
lines (m. 170), the most frequent terminations are -€US 

(ca. 17 per cent of the masculines), -wv (ca. 17 per cent), - q p  
(ca. 11 per cent), etc. The other words are divided among 
various types, including a certain number of guttural stems. 
Once more it is remarkable that, though the gender of the 
majority of the words used cannot be inferred from the actual 
morphology of the word, nevertheless whenever we find a form 
which fits into a productive and widely represented deriva- 
tional pattern its gender becomes predictable : - q s  and -uis 
nouns are feminine, -€us nouns are masculine and so on. 

9. So far I have been considering vocabulary words only : 
often enough studies in word formation tend to leave aside 
what looks like a vast and unpromising field, that of proper 
names. But in a study of gender distinction this can hardly 
be omitted. 

There is no comprehensive and reliable study on the subject 
and what follows is necessarily somewhat vague. It is well 
known that on the whole Greek proper names are grouped in 
the same declensions as common nouns. That this is so is 
shown for instance by the fact that Greek grammarians, 
starting with Dionysios Thrax, tend to select as examples for 
their inflectional rules proper names rather than common 
nouns. It is then conceivable-and indeed likely-that proper 
names had some influence in the development of morphological 
patterns. 

For obvious historical reasons our knowledge of feminine 
names is much poorer than that of masculine names. Even so 
in 1901-3 Kirchner was able to list ca. 360 different names of 
women who had Athenian citizenship : most of them beIong 
to the fourth-second centuries B.C. Of these names ca. 72 per 
cent end in c i / - q / - G  and belong to the fist declension; 
ca. 12 per cent end in -w (third decl. fern.), m. 6 per cent end 



in -LS, -dos  and the rest are neuters.' There are two examples 
of names ending in -as, -atjog and one example of name 
ending in -wv (l7hayyC;v). These figures are now out-of-date 
thanks to new inscriptions and the new evidence available, 
but i t  is doubtful that, if they were based on a more modern 
prosopography, the proportions in which we are interested 
would be altered in any considerabIe way. These results, 
however, can be compared with those obtained by counting 
the names registered in Bechtel's Die uttische Fruuennamen, 
Gottingen 1902. The list differs from that of Kirchner because 
it includes names of non-citizens and fictional names, known 
from literature, down to Roman times. In  all there are 
ca. 985 different names: of these ca. 62 per cent end in 
-G/-q/-G, ca. 15 per cent end in -is, -cSos, ca. 8 per cent 
end in -w and ca. 1 per cent end in -as, -a8os. There are two 
possible examples of names ending in Once more, the 
rest are neuter names. The different proportions, especially 
of -w and -1s names, in the lists of Kirchner and Bechtel are 
interesting and reflect the differing criteria of composition of 
the lists. The general results, however, do not vary much : 
of the various categories of feminine nouns belonging to the 
athematic declension only three are represented among the 
proper names. Of these one type ( -w)  is exclusively feminine, 
the two others (-6s and -6s) are only productive insofar as they 
are used for feminines. 

For the masculines the evidence is much larger. Kirchner 
lists more than 15,000 individuals known by name in Attic 

My figures are based on all the names of Attic women listed in J. 
Kirchner's Prosopographia Attica, Berlin, 1901-3. I have taken into account 
the addenda et corrigenda published in volume 11, 439-489, but I have not 
considered the names listed in J. Sundw.mIl, Nachtriige zur Prosopographia 
Attica, Helsingfors, 1910. Here too I have indexed only different names and 
I have not taken frequency into account. 

* Bechtel mentions 'AvOq6du (IG I-IIa 12373), I7Xayydv (cf. Kirchner, 
P A  8.v.) and Tcp$dv (Aristoph. Thesm. 1175) : of these the first name is 
very uncertain (see Conze, Att. Grubrel. 419 : the stone is now lost) ; the 
third one may well be a joke and i t  is quite possible that it refers to a man. 
The only sound example LIAayy&u is found both in Bechtel and in Kirchner 
but is isolated. 
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inscriptions and literature. The vast majority are men. 
I hare based my reckoning on successive series of 210 items 
chosen on every 1,000 items of Kirchner's list. The result is a 
List of 3,150 persons, yielding 632 different masculine names. 
Of these 44 per cent belong to the thematic declension, 20 per 
cent belong to the -a- declension and end in -7s or -&, 17 per 
cent are -s- stems of the type A~poa&vvr]s (which tend to  be 
confused with the -a- stems), and 17 per cent belong to other 
types of the third declension. Here the vast majority is 
represented by na.sal stems ending in -WV, which are a good 
10 per cent of the sum total. If this last figure is compared 
with that given for the feminines (two possible examples in 
Bechtel, one in Kirchner), i t  shows that though Greek knows 
both masculine and feminine nouns ending in -wv, in the case 
of proper names this formation is on the whole specialized for 
the masculines. 

Even clearer is the case of the -.s- stems. The adjectives 
ending in -7s are used both as masculine and as feminine in 
Greek, but all the -7s name5 are masculine without exception. 
The same applies to the thematic declension. There is no 
feminine name belonging to it in Kirchner ; Bechtel can only 
quote Nivos, the name of a Z p a a  accused as +%pa .rrotodqs 

70;s vCots according to Schol. Dem. XIX 281. It can hardly be 
considered a very Greek sounding name, even if the tradition 
is correct. 

On the one side, then, the existing derivational types appear 
to be more closely connected with gender distinction in the 
case of proper names than in the case of vocabulary words ; 
on the other side it looks as if the repatterning of the gender 
distinction had here gone further than in the case of common 
nouns or adjectives. Alongside the masc. 'Aptamydpas there 
is a fem. 'Aptoraydpa ; alonpide the masc. Tipdmparos a 
fem. T L ~ O T P ~ T T ) . ~  I doubt that the fern. SwoKpdrcia is felt 

1 Bechtel correctly points out that in a very large number of cases, 
" der weibliche Vollname nur dacc movierte Xasculinum sei " (op. cit. 38). 
From this point of view the comparison with the adjective is obvious and 
this freedom in creating feminines near masculine compounds appears all 
the more remarkable. 



as having a different relationship with E a ~ o ~ p c t r q s  from that, 
which either of the two previous examples has with its 
respect.ive masculine, and I also suspect that a t  some stage in 
the history of Attic t,he -W feminines were felt as coupled with 
the -wv masculines : cf. ’Aplarwv, ’Apcard ; “AYWV, ’Ayd ,  
etc.’ 

10. From t,his very sketchy a.nd (I hasten to repeat) super- 
ficial description of some suffixes productive in the history of 
Greek, a relatively consistent picture emerges : a number of 
new and unitary derivat,ional patterns are est.ablished-and 
these are also unitary from the point of view of gender. Old 
words tend to remain isolated, and it is in these old formations 
that gender tends to remain unpredictable. Once more t,he 
root-nouns are the standard example. 

Thus, in t,he course of the history of Greek the category of 
gender tends to become motivated-to use Kurylowicz’s 
terminology-bp some specia.1 derirational elements. But this 
is not enough. The final development points to a different 
expression of gender : no longer only through derivation but 
through inflection a.s well. We are now back to the quest.ion 
asked above (par. 6) : is it true that this last process suddenly 
skirts-miprepared-in the late koine period T We have seen 
tha.t even before then word-formation had tended to  become 
gender-bound. but are we now in a position to  establish a 
one-to-one relationship between word inflection on the one 
hand and these new gender-bound processes of word-formation 
on the other hand ? 

There is little one can say about the t.hematic declension. 
I have already pointed out that the feminines remain outside 
the norma.1 derivational processes ; consequently they are 
isolated and tend to disappear. The full details of t.his process 

This is a synrhronic statement. I an1 well aware that in their origin 
-(UV niasriilincs and -w feniiniiics hare little or nothing in coninion : in 
niost cases the latter are hypororistics of eoiiipouiids. M y  connection 
between the two types is ralid only for Attic and for n short period. Else- 
where---bnt at a later t i n i c a  ronnection was established between the 
niascidines in -5s ant1 the feiiiiniiies in -03s. whirh replared the original -to 

forms : cf. IV. Prhulze, I i l i i w  Srhryten, 390 f. 
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were given long ago in such a standard manual as Hatzidakis’ 
EinLleitulzg (1892), and I shall not repeat them.’ Frequently 
the gender of the word is changed either to masc. or to neuter, 
or the word is replaced by a different onc. At the same time 
the two termination adjectives are brought back into the 
standard pattern with three terminations. With the exception 
of a few learned words, the thematic declension then becomes 
totally masculine and its morphs now distinguish gender as 
well as case and number. The final morph of ~ O E  is now 
parallel in all respects to the final morph of VCOS : it indicates 
nom. sing. maw. I have shown before that the proper names 
had anticipated this development. 
So far I have treated the third declension as a unit. This is 

historically correct, and one can speak for Proto-Greek of a 
special inflectional type which constantly uses the same endings 
and joins them directly to the stem of the word. A few 
examples of reconstructed declensions (in the sing.) can 
illustrate it : 

N. phulak-s khalkeu-s mi& -genEs -klepCs 
A. phulak-p khalkEy-p mater-n -genes-!! -kleyes-g 
G. phulak-os khalkgp-os miitr-os -genes-os -klepes-os 
D. phulak-ei khalkEp-ei miitr-ei -genes-ei ? -klepes-ei ? 
L. phulak-i khalkEg-i matr-i -genes-i -klepes-i 

1 For the nouns belonging to this declension in classical times see A. R. 
Lange, De substantivis fernininis graeeis, Wss. Leipzig, 1885, and especially 
H. Lommel, Studien fiber die idg. Femininbildung, Dim. Gottingen, 1912. 
In this context a reference to Aristophanes’ locus classicus : Nubes 658 ff. is 
almost de rigueur ; cf. Wackernagel, Vorlesungen fiber Syntax, 11, 1 ff.- 
It is also useful to notice the process by which the -nwXos compounds, which 
originally were both masc. and fem., were replaced by -n&Aqs forms for the 
masculine (and m ohi is for the fem.) a t  a relatively early stage. 

* The vocative and some case forms are omitted : a reconstruction 
would impose a number of arbitrary decisions. Even so, the forms written 
above are not altogether consistent and a number of problems are ignored. 
Here I shall mention only two points : (1) it is possible that the correct 
transcription should be khalkZa (and not - E m )  : I have written -6w because 
this is the conventional form ; (2) here and elsewhere /ph/, /kh/, etc., do 
not point to a biphonemic interpretation of the aspirates, but are, once 
more, conventional transcriptions. 
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Needless to say, these forms need not be chronologically 
consistent and the question marks after them should be 
multiplied. In particular, one should not perhaps speak of an 
intervocalic -6- preserved at this stage of Proto-Greek; 
however, it is likely that even if the change VsV > VhV had 
already taken place, at this stage -h- would still count as an 
allophone of / s / .  

In spite of these and similar reservations it remains possible 
to compare the reconstructed types with their continuation in 
e.g. fourth century Attic. What follows is given in a very 
rough phonemic transcription : 

N. /phylaks khalkeus m@t@ -genes -k&s 
A. phylaka khalkei metera -gene -kleH 

G. phylakos khalkegs metros -gents -kle+ 

D. phylaki khalkc metri -gene -kk/ 
A number of phonetic changes have completely altered the 

pattern. The endings now vary from one type to another and 
so does the form of the stem. In other words from a syn- 
chronic point of view in fourth-century Attic there is no such 
thing as a third declension ; there are a number of inflectional 
types which can only be defined negatively in that they differ 
from the -a- declension and they differ from the thematic 
declension. If one could ignore the considerable gap in time, 
this analysis would receive some support from that of the 
Greek grammarians who wrote much later but based their 
description on the more conservative spelling. The third 

For /ph/, etc., aee above p. 32, note 2. I have chosen a stage in which 
Attic opposed /e (< ei, etc.) to /?/ (from IE *C, *Z, etc.) and /o/ to /p/. 
Once more for -ELIS 1 have followed the conventional transcription. I am not 
certain about the phonemic interpretation of Attic diphthongs. If they 
were biphonemic, [u] would probably be an allophone of /y/. For the 
compounds of the type 'Apturoy&qr I have given two different forms for 
the genitive and the accusative respectively. From the fourth century 
onwards Attic shorn B tendency to confuse the -7s names of the third 
declension with the masculines of the -a- declension. For the details of the 
epigraphical evidence see A. S. Henry, CQ, 17 (1967), 293 ff. 

( - P e n )  

(-gen?) 

PHILO. TRANS. 1965 u 
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declension is, of course, a modern discovery (or should we call 
it invention ?). The first grammarian from whom we have a 
complete description of Greek inflectional rules, Theodosius 
Alexandrinus (fourth century A.D.) lists 56 different inflec- 
tional types. 

11. This is bound to have some impact on our theory of 
gender. So far, I have been making a sharp distinction 
between word-derivation and word-inflection ; I have pointed 
out that word-derivation becomes gender-bound, but word- 
inflection does not. But it now appears that, as a consequence 
of the changes which altered the phonetic aspect of Greek in 
the preclassical and classical period, the margin between the 
two may disappear altogether.' X ~ K E A  could be a good 
example : in Proto-Greek and in early Greek -&- is obviously 
a derivational su&x to which endings are added, but in later 
Greek one can only speak of a special declension. Similar con- 
siderations could be applied in Attic to the -i- stems of the 
type wdhcs or ykvrocs. 

The best example, however, is that of the -0i- stems (such 
as arcO&), which, as we have seen, are feminine only and 
productive in the formation of the proper names. We may 
contrast the Proto-Greek and the classical Greek declensions 
as follows : 

Proto-Greek Attic 
N. -6i -g 

A. -0i-p -Q 
G. -0i-os -0.3 

v. -oi -oi 

D. 
L. 

-oj-ei 1 
-oi,-i 1 

}-oi 

1 In the third declension a few morphological types remain both masc. 
and fern. till a later period. This is the case for instance with the stems 
ending in a velar (4 o&my[, d mp+yf). Though the proper names with 
this type of ending are all masculine, common nouns wn be either masc. or 
fem. It is interesting to notice that, when, in the second century A.D., 
Phrynichus was giving warnings against mistaking the gender of nouns, 
most of them were concerned with this particular category and with the 
nouns of the second declension. 
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Once more a synchronic description is bound to recognize 
in the first case a root + suffix + the standard endings of the 
athematic declension, in the second case a special type of 
feminine inflection.1 Students of Byzantine and Modern Greek 
know the importance which this feminine formation had in 
the later developments of the language, where it was used not 
only for proper names but also for a large number of profes- 
sional names. 

12. To sum up : in the course of its history Greek passes 
from an almost completely unmotivated type of grammatical 
gender to a form of grammatical gender which is inflectionally 
motivated. The first sign of this process is the creation of the 
masculine declension of the -a- stems; the final outcome 
appears only in late Byzantine times where the new pattern is 
obviously built on the model of the -a- declension. At first 
sight the centuries in between appear uneventful and no 
change seems to occur. However, further enquiry reveals that, 
at  least as far as word derivation is concerned, the Greek 
pattern was being gradually altered ; in the classical period 
almost all productive suffixes are gender-bound. In other 
words the important step, i.e. that leading to a morphological 
definition of gender, had already been taken (or was being 
taken) before the koine. The only important contribution of 
this latter period would then appear to be the stress laid 
on the inflectional motivation of gender. But even this 
view can be challenged. I have tried to show above that 
our distinction between inflection and derivation is often 
unsatisfactory if looked at  from a synchronic point of view. 
For obvious historical reasons we tend to classify as sufies 
some morphs which, in fact, during the classical period behave 
only as inflectional elements ; thus we speak of stems formed 
with an -0i- suffix, while in fact in classical Attic the s a x  no 
longer exists as such and its phonemes simply help to define a 
particular declension. If that is so, we are now in possession 
of one of the missing links between Greek linguistic prehistory 

1 It is again arbitrary to speak of intervocalic i in Greek (me above, 
i prop08 of +), but this need not destroy the point made above. 
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and late koine. The -0i- declension is purely feminine, just as 
the -&- declension is purely masculine-but these, as we have 
seen, are not derivational but inflectional types. In other 
words, gender now appears to be inflectionally motivated in 
declensions other than the -a- declension. This is the result of 
a very gradual, almost insensible, process which takes place 
through the whole of the classical period. What then is the 
new product of the late koine ? Certainly not the inflectional 
motivation of gender : I have tried to show that this had been 
foreshadowed by the creation of the -a- declension and was 
becoming perceptible in classical times. What is new is rather 
the replacement of the many and various inflectional expres- 
sion of gender by a more economical system repatterned on 
the -a- declension. In fact, this drive towards simplicity, 
economy and regularity is simply a part of the process which 
lost to Greek the consonantal declension and simplified 
drastically the apparent irregularities of the other inflectional 
types. As far as the new dynamic expression of gender is 
concerned, Byzantine Greek did not create anything different, 
but only brought to its ultimate conclusion a process of which 
we can see the beginning in the language of classical Greece. 

St. Hilda's College, 
&fwa. 




